Metalo-dielectric photonic crystals (MDPC) were fabricated by the combination of direct laser writing technique, which was used to prepare initial dielectric templates, and by subsequent metalization of the templates using electroless coating technique. The obtained MDPC structures have adequate structural quality, and exhibit spectral signatures of photonic bands consistent with theoretical expectations. The fabrication process is simple but reliable, and can deliver MDPC structures suitable for operation in the infrared and terahertz spectral ranges.
INTRODUCTION
Periodically structured materials attract significant attention due to their novel optical, thermal and mechanical properties, which offer possibilities for novel applications in micro-opto-electromechanical systems (MOEMS). Periodically structured dielectrics and metals exhibit features of electromagnetic metamaterials, including photonic band gap (PBG) effect 1, 2 and negative refraction. 3, 4 In practice, three-dimensional (3D) structuring of materials on micro and nano-scales is generally required in order to tune these effects into the optical spectral range. This is a challenging task, since the advanced, high-resolution nanofabrication techniques used in semiconductor microelectronics, are based on planar technologies and are poorly suited for assembly of 3D structured materials and systems. Hence, techniques and methods offering the possibility of natively 3D microfabrication and assembly, 5 attract strong interest from research and industry. In the past, 3D lithography of materials by focused laser beams, or direct laser writing (DLW) technique, was successfully applied for the fabrication of 3D dielectric photonic crystals (DPC) in photopolymerizable photoresists. [6] [7] [8] Metalo-dielectric photonic crystals (MDPC) attract significant interest [9] [10] [11] due to the large discontinuities of the dielectric function at the metaldielectric interface, which helps build strong PBG attenuation in smaller structures, and allow realization of spectral band-pass filters, 12, 13 spectrally-shaped thermal light sources, 14 and a variety of plasmonic, sensor and bio-medical applications. 15 DLW technique may offer a useful practical route to the realization of 3D MDPC structures. Although in 3D DLW is applicable to transparent dielectrics and not metals, it can nevertheless provide 3D dielectric templates for subsequent metalization. Chemical and electrochemical metalization techniques are especially suitable for polymeric templates produced by DLW, since they do not require high temperatures, which generally would destruct the templates. Electroless plating of polymeric (resin) templates by silver was successfully applied.
16 3D DPC structures with woodpile architecture fabricated by DLW in polymeric negative photoresist SU-8 were metalized by copper using electroless deposition technique. 17 Metalization by noble metals (Au, Ag, Cu) is certainly attractive for photonic applications, since noble metals have low dissipative losses and exhibit strong plasmonic effects. Earlier, we have reported metalization of SU-8 woodpile templates by nickel. Figure 1 . (a) Opto-mechanical setup used for DLW of polymeric templates, units denoted by abbreviations are: D-dichroic mirror highly reflective at the laser wavelength, L-microscope objective lens, C-condenser for sample illumination, TS -translation stage, VC -video camera used for in situ observation of the fabrication process, VM -video monitor, PCpersonal computer. (b) Topology and parameters of a 3D woodpile structure on a supporting glass substrate, Δd is the distance between woodpile rods in the x − y plane, Δz is the distance between layers of rods along the z−axis direction, dxy and dz are the minor and major diameters of the fabricated rods which have elipsoidal cross-sectional shape due to elongation of the focal region along the focusing (z−axis) direction. The arrows schematically depict sample translation during the fabrication, while the focused laser beam remains stationary. The sketch also depicts a layer of metal deposited on the woodpile and the substrate after the DLW. magnetic nature. Here we demonstrate that structures coated by nickel can be further infiltrated by gold using simple immersion (as opposed to electrochemical) techniques, which are also applicable to other noble metals. Thus, multi-layer metalization of polymeric templates becomes possible. Here, we report fabrication of polymeric woodpile photonic crystal templates in photoresist SU-8 by DLW technique, and their two-step metalization consisting of by electroless coating by Ni film, and a subsequent immersion coating by Au film. Although analysis of structural and optical properties of the fabricated structures indicates presence of substantial disorder in the fabricated structures, optical observations reveal essential features of photonic stop gaps characteristic to MDPC systems in accordance to theoretical expectations.
DIRECT LASER WRITING OF POLYMERIC WOODPILE TEMPLATES
The polymeric templates of photonic crystals were fabricated in a commercially available ultra-thick negative photoresist (SU-8 NANO, formulation 50, Microchem Corp.) Photoresist SU-8 is intended for optical fabrication of parts of micro-mechanical systems, therefore the recorded templates are mechanically and chemically stable. The photoresist was spin-coated to the thickness of about 20 μm on cover glass substrates. SU-8 was prepared following the manufacturer's guidelines. This involved a soft-bake prior to optical exposure, and post-bake afer the exposure. The samples were developed by immersion in 2-methoxy-1-methylethyl acetate, which is standard SU-8 developer.
The DLW setup used for the template fabrication is shown schematically in Fig. 1 (a) . As a light source it uses a femtosecond regeneratively-amplified laser (Hurricane X system from Spectra-Physics) operating at a central wavelength of λ pulse = 800 nm, with a pulse duration of τ pulse = 120 fs, and a repetition rate of 1 kHz. The DLW setup is housed by an Olympus IX71 inverted optical microscope, where laser pulses are focused by an objective lens with a magnification of 60×, and numerical aperture NA of 0.75. Drawing of 3D structures is accomplished by mounting the substrates containing SU-8 films on a piezoelectric transducer-controlled 3D translation stage (P-517.2CL and P-518.ZCL stages from Physik Instrumente), which provides accurate positioning within a few nanometers in the range of up to 100 μm along all three coordinates. During the writing, the stage is translated along a pre-defined path consisting of extended lines forming a 3D woodpile pattern as shown schematically in Fig. 1 (b) . The translation is synchronized with operation of an electromechanical shutter which opens or closes the laser beam according to demand. The stage and shutter are controlled by a specially designed software running on a personal computer. (see description below) during the exposure and linear features comprised of many overlapping exposed regions were recorded.
The DLW exploits the fact that SU-8 is transparent at wavelengths λ > 360−400 nm in the linear regime, and focused pulses with λ pulse = 800 nm can propagate without absorption in the material till they reach the focal region, where local intensity is high enough to induce two-photon absorption (TPA) or multi-photon absorption (MPA). The absorption then triggers photopolymerization of photoresist in small spatial regions located at the focus. Cross-linking of the polymer makes it stable against subsequent chemical development, which removes only unexposed SU-8.
3D woodpile architecture chosen for the recording is popular due to its strong tendency to open PBG, and relative ease of layer-by-layer assembly 19 in semiconductors, 20, 21 metals. 22 DLW of 3D woodpile templates of photonic crystal structures in SU-8 or other polymers was also reported previously. 6, 7 The woodpile architecture is depicted schematically, and its main parametars are explained in Fig. 1 (b) .
METALIZATION OF POLYMERIC TEMPLATES
Prior to metalization, the samples were sensitized in SnCl 2 HCl solution for 1 min, then thoroughly washed in water, and activated in solution of PdCl 2 for 1 min, and washed in water again. Ni deposition was not preceded by hydrophobic coating of the glass substrates. This step has allowed us to simplify preparation of the samples. Although coating of the substrate by Ni is generally not desired, it still allows optical characterization of the samples in reflection geometry. The samples were subjected to electroless plating by Ni in solution of NiCl 2 , NH 4 Cl, NaH 2 PO 2 , NH 4 OH with pH = 9.2, at a temperature of t = 40
• C, which was low enough to avoid thermal damage of SU-8. The plating time was set to 1 min, which according to subsequent visual inspection of the samples(see Fig. 2 below) resulted in thickness of Ni layer of several tens of nanometers. Deposition of thin gold film on nickel was accomplished by immersing structures into a 0.5 mmoll HAuCl 4 solution for 5 min. Gold deposition takes place without another reducing agent due to the folowing reaction 3Ni 0 + 2Au
I' in which nickel at the surface becomes replaced by gold. Further details regarding this transformation are reported in the literature. 23 Structural inspection of the samples before and after the metalization was performed using a scanning electron microscope (SEM), (JSM-6700FT, JEOL). The results of inspection will be illustrates below in Sect. 4 . Figure 2 showns a high magnification SEM image of a fragment of woodpile structure where Ni and Au metallic coatings are damaged unintentionally, and reveal approximate thickness of the metalic layers. For Au layer, thickness in the range of tens of nanometers can be estimated.
STRUCTURAL AND OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF METALO-DIELECTRIC 3D WOODPILE PHOTONIC CRYSTALS
Structural properties of initial polymeric templates and metalized final structures are illustrated by SEM images shown in Fig. 3 . As can be seen, metalization incurs some structural degradation in the initial well-ordered SU-8 templates. Typical defects appearing after the metalization are deformations of the entire structure, torn edges, rough surface of deposited gold, especially on the topmost layers of the structures, and abundance of small gold particles filing air gaps between woodpile rods. More detailed inspection by SEM has also revealed formation of colloidal gold microspheres with diameters of approximately 1 μm, and occasional occurrence of gold nanowires with thickness less than 10-20 nm. These features will be described in our future publications.
Structural defects are unwanted for photonic crystals since they degrade optical quality of the samples. They can be explained by several factors, such as contamination of SU-8 templates after the fabrication, and formation of gas bubbles during Ni deposition. These circumstances may lead to formation of areas with insufficient SU-8 sensitization and activation. Preventing the contamination and applying additional cleaning, as well as using ultrasonic agitation during the deposition is expected reduce these undesired influences.
Despite the structural imperfections, the metalized samples exhibit spectral features characteristic to metallic photonic crystals at infrared wavelengths. Optical characterization of the samples was performed by measurements of transmission and reflection spectra at near infrared and infrared wavelengths. For these measurements, Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR) spectrometer (FT/IR-6000TM-M ,Jasco, Japan) equipped with an infrared microscope attachment was used. The use of microscope enables spatially selective optical measurements on small (down to a few micrometers in diameter) samples. Figure 4 shows layout of the experimental FT-IR system. The probing radiation is focused on the sample by a Cassegrainian reflection objective (L1 in transmission mode, or L2 in reflection mode). The measured signal, which is also collected by a Cassegrainian objective, is coupled into the FT-IR spectrometer for spectral analysis. Schematic 2D picture used in Fig. 4 also illustrates the internal structure of a Cassegrainian objective, which has a beam block (mirror) at the center. Because of this, directions of the incident and collected radiation are limited within a certain conical spatial angular range. The microscope objectives of the spectrometer used in our measurements had minimum and maximum acceptance angles of α min = 16 0 and α max = 32 0 , respectively. This feature leads to the circumstance that even when the sample is oriented normal to the optical axis of the microscope, normal incidence condition is not achieved. Since optical properties of structured materials are usually strongly dependent on the direction, comparison of the experimental data and calculations is in most cases only qualitative. Simple models used in numerical simulations of transmission and reflection properties approximate incident radiation by a single plane wave, and assume signal collection in a wide angular range. This factor should be taken into account in the theoretical analysis of our data. in (b) ). Both samples exhibit high reflectivity regions at long-wavelengths, with a cut-off wavelength at which reflectivity begins to drop. The high-reflectivity region at long wavelengths most likely manifests a zero-order PBG of MDPC. For 3D metallic wire-mesh structures the zero-order gap was demonstrated to extend to approximately half-frequency of the lowest-order conventional PBG. 10 The cut-off wavelengths can be estimated as approximately 2.5 and 4.5 μm for Δd = 1.5 μm and Δd = 3.0 μm, respectively. The approximately linear scaling of the cut-off wavelength with the period of woodpile structure illustrates photonic band dispersion as its origin. The sample with shorter lattice period also exhibit clear weaker reflectivity peaks at shorter wavelengths, which most likely originate from the first and higher-order stop-gaps. The sample with larger lattice period exhibits no peaks at shorter wavelengths, most likely due to its lower structural quality which usually quickly suppresses higher-order photonic bands.
The results of mumerical modeling of the structures' optical reflectivity spectra are shown in the same Figure  along with experimental data. The calculated spectra reproduce essential qualitative features of the experimental observations, especially in the case shown in Figure 5 (a). For this structure, the cut-off wavelength due to the zero-order photonic stop gap, and the reflectivity peak at the wavelength of 1.2 μm due to a higher-order photonic stop gap can be seen at approximately the same spectral position as in the experimental spectrum. The main difference betwen these spectra is in the relative magnitudes of the reflectivities. Theoretical reflectivity below the cut-off wavelength approaches 100%, which can be expected for low-loss metalic gold. In the experiments, the reflectivity does not exceed 25%. Loss of reflectivity should be attributed mainly to the structural disorder and imperfections of the sample. A significant loss of reflectivity may also occur due to the Rayleigh scattering by random inhomogeneities. The Rayleigh scattering becomes progressively stronger at shorter wavelengths. Indeed, reflectivity peaks become weaker at shorter wavelength in the measured spectra. Scattering by disorder, coupled to the angularly-limited excitation and detection conditions encountered in the infrared microscope used for measurements, may lead to the loss of reflected signal, especially at shorter wavelengths. For the structure with larger lattice period (Fig. 5(b) ), mismatch between the calculated and experimental results is even stronger. In this case, numerical modeling errors may become significant, since larger structure has larger unit cell, and its discretization for FDTD calculations with adequate accuracy becomes more computationally-demanding. Longer cut-off wavelength and lower overall reflectivity of this structure can be understood in terms of higher air filling fraction (larger air pores) which allows easier penetration of the optical radiation into the structure.
CONCLUSIONS
We have fabricated 3D metallic woodpile structures using templating of dielectric structures by DLW technique in photoresist SU-8, followed by their metalization using combination of electroless coating by Ni and immersion gold coating. The structures exhibit structural quality adequate for observation of clear signatures of photonic band dispersion at infrared wavelengths, in qualitative agreement with theoretical expectations. These results indicate that metalization process still needs to be improved, but generally this approach may provide a versatile route towards creation of MDPC structures for various applications in the IR spectral range. The use of DLW technique for templating allows one obtain a wide range of 3D DPC architectures, while electroless and immersion metalization is applicable to a wide variety of metals, 24, 25 such as Co, Cu, Pd, and Ag in addition to Au.
